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Introduction
The purpose of this document is to enable you to understand our investment offerings and what to
expect from them.

About Crystal Asset
Crystal Asset was formed in response to the need for improved discretionary wealth
management services. Our market research found that a core financial consumer base was
either under-invested or unhappily invested, due to concerns over cost, transparency,
performance and quality within discretionary wealth management.
Crystal Asset focuses on the key aspects of investing: the team and process that guide the
investments, security of the assets, the costs associated with the service and the technology and
transparency underpinning it. We believe that by concentrating on these elements, our clients will
have the best chance of achieving their goals.
Crystal Asset's online service is designed for medium to long-term investors with some prior
experience of investing, and who are prepared to accept at least a modest level of market risk
in exchange for strong capital gains. They will have at least $1,000 to invest and are likely to
enjoy the benefit of compounding.
Crystal Asset’s optional advisory services are designed for both experienced clients and those
with little or no prior experience of investing, and can be accessed on both an ad-hoc and
ongoing basis.
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Our Services
1. Discretionary Investment Management
At Crystal Asset, we offer extremely competitive returns, above current market
expectations, with the same level of risk exposure.

We invest our client capital by engaging in high frequency trading. Our in-house traders
work hard to ensure high returns are achieved, with low draw-down. Using a strategy
developed over many years of trading, our traders aim to satisfy the aggressive investor
seeking superior performance.
We also actively participate in the interbank lending market as lenders.
Our products are suitable for all class of investors who seek capital preservation, regular
income flow and significant capital gains.

Every investor has automated access to their account online. Our powerful online tools,
enable our investors to monitor investment growth, performance and submit automated
requests concerning their accounts.
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Account Types
Crystal Asset offers two investment account types to help you meet your

Account Type

Description

Standard

This is our entry account with the lowest minimum contribution giving
investors the opportunity to access state of the art investment
opportunities, not accessible to the average investor. Returning
8% - 10% monthly.

Dynamic

For higher net worth investors looking for opportunities to earn top
tier returns on their investment. This investment account type returns
12% - 15% monthly on average.

All our investment accounts are denominated in US Dollars.

Minimum Investment Account
The minimum investment amount starts at $1,000, for the standard investment account. While
there is a minimum investment of $100,000 for the dynamic investment account.
Both investment accounts bear low to medium investment risk.
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How We Communicate with You
We will primarily contact you via secure message, sent to your registered email address.
If we need to speak with you, we will contact you on the phone number you provided to us.

How to Contact Us
Secure message: via your registered Email address to clientsupport@crystalasset.com
Address: 74 worship st, London EC2A 2BE, UK.

Complaints
If at any time you wish to make a complaint in relation to our services to you, please contact
the compliance officer at compliance@crystalasset.com and we will aim to resolve your
complaint promptly. Information regarding our complaints handling procedures is available
on request.
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